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Recommended Citation
CLASS OF 44
presents
GROWING PAINS

8:00 P.M.
THU. MAY 4th
FRI. MAY 5th

at
AUDITORIUM
GROWING PAINS

By Aurania Rouwerol

CAST

George McIntyre.................Jack Yamashiro
Terry McIntyre....................Jayne Sato
Mrs. McIntyre.....................Gladys Nakagawa
Professor McIntyre..............Tad Ono
Sophie..............................Akiko Morimoto
Mrs. Patterson.....................Jean Matsushita
Elsie Patterson....................June Uyemura
Traffic Officer...............Toshio Kawasaki
Dutch..............................Barney Kawada
Brian..............................Howard Taniguchi
Omar..............................James Morimoto
Hal..................................Reiji Nitta
Pete...............................Sam Nakano
Prudence.........................Evelyn Miyashima
Fatty.............................Grayce Iida
Jane...............................Toshiko Tahara
Miriam..................Betty Fujimori
Vivian.........................Bessie Takaya

Directed by Robert George
The action of the play is laid in the Patio of the McIntyre residence in a university town in northern California.

ACT I

SCENE I: Late afternoon

SCENE II: Several months later
Midday

ACT II

SCENE I: A few weeks later
Evening

SCENE II: Two hours later

ACT III

SCENE I: The next morning

STAFF

Sets designed and executed by the Stage Craft Class:

Mits Sumada
Whitey Shiro
George Sera
Yosh Nakamura
Ed Morioka
Raymond Toyama
Osamu Hamatani

USHERS

Las Allegrias

Produced by special arrangement with Samuel French.
CLASS NOTES

May 6. Junior Senior Prom

May 12. Senior Skip Day

May 14. Baccalaureate Services

May 18. Commencement